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The BUY&SELL token sale does not constitute an offer or solicitation to
sell shares or securities in BUY&SELL Co, BAS or any related or
associated company.
Any such offer or solicitation would only be made by a confidential
offering memorandum and in accordance with applicable securities and
other laws. None of the information or analyses presented are intended
to form the basis for any investment decision, and no specific
recommendations are intended. Accordingly, this document does not
constitute investment advice or counsel or solicitation for investment in
any security.
This document does not constitute or form part of, and should not be
construed as, any offer for sale or subscription of, or any invitation to
offer to buy or subscribe for, any securities, nor should it or any part of it
form the basis of or be relied on in any connection with, any contract or
commitment whatsoever.
BUY&SELL Co. expressly disclaims any and all responsibility for
any direct or consequential loss or damage of any kind whatsoever
arising directly or indirectly from:
1. reliance on any information contained in our whitepaper or on our
website,
2. any error, omission or inaccuracy in any such information or
3. any action resulting therefrom.
The BAS token (BAS), is a cryptographic token.
At the time of this writing
1. BAS cannot be exchanged for goods or services and
2. BAS cannot be traded on any known exchanges at this time, however
We plan to list BAS on token exchanges in the near future.
There is no guarantee that the BAS you purchase will increase in value.
It may decrease in value. BAS is not evidence of ownership or right to
control. Controlling BAS does not grant its controller ownership or equity.
BAS does not grant any right to participate in the control, direction or
decision making of BUY&SELL.
.
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Refunds:
Contribution refunds will only be given if BUY&SELL does not reach its
minimum funding goal of 30 million BAS tokens sold via crowdsale
(Pre-ICO and ICO). Any other refunds will be at the discretion of
BUY&SELL Co.
Generation and distribution of BAS tokens:
BAS tokens will be generated after the completion of the final stage of
the token sale. BAS tokens will be distributed back to the same ETH
address that the contributions arrived from.

Exchange Rates
The ratio of ETH, BTC or OTHER`S to BAS will remain constant
throughout each stage of the token sale, regardless of any fluctuations
in price of each cryptocurrency.
Token Sale Participation
It is the responsibility of the participants of the Pre-ICO and ICO token
sale to ensure they are legally allowed to exchange ETH, BTC or
OTHER`S for BAS tokens, in their country of domicile. BUY&SELL Co.
accepts no responsibility for illegal participation, and we do not have
access to locations of each participant. BUY&SELL Co. is an BVI
company and operates under it`s laws and regulations.
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